10153 1/2 Riverside Dr.
Suite 390
Toluca Lake, Ca 91602

CPHA Style of Riding Jumper Class

Eligibility: The CPHA Style of Riding Jumper Class is open to all Jr/Am riders who
are current members of the CPHA, and whose trainers are current members of the
CPHA. At least 3 riders must complete the course.

Class Conditions: This class is a jumper seat equitation class held in the jumper ring
over a course of fences set at 1.00m- 1.05m in height with spreads to 1.15m. The
course must contain a triple or two double combinations and a Liverpool. If used in
a combination the Liverpool may only be used in the first element. The course
should be of the type used in a Children/Adult Jumper class. Time allowed will be
calculated at 350 meters per minute.
A jumper type horse and conventional jumper equipment will not be penalized and
standing and running martingales are permitted. Draw reins and German
martingales are not permitted.
Any riders completing the first round without jumping and/or time faults and with a
total judge’s score of 70 or better will also complete a jump off/work off round.

Judging: The class will be judged under a modified Table II, 2b format with jumping
and time faults being deducted from the riders equitation score (4 points deducted
for each rail down and 1 point deducted for each time fault). At the completion of
their first round the riders with clear rounds (no jumping or time faults) AND a total
score of 70 or better will immediately continue on to the jump off/work off
shortened course.
The jump off/work off will be scored in the same manner as the first round, with an
emphasis placed on an efficient time saving track.
The judges will evaluate the rider’s ability as a show jumping rider, and the manner in
which the course was ridden regarding technical merit, judgment, and the execution of
an efficient, time saving pace and track in meeting the specific challenges incorporated
into the course by the designer. The open numerical scoring system will be used, with
the judge’s score announced after each round. The winner has the highest combined
score after both rounds.
The remaining placings for the class, after the riders participating in the jump off
round, will be determined solely by the judge’s score, including the points off, but
regardless of clear rounds.

